Electronic Health Records (EHRs) are increasingly available in modern health care institutions either through the direct creation of electronic documents in hospitals' health information systems, or through the digitization of historical paper records. Each EHR creation method yields the need for sophisticated text reuse detection tools in order to prepare the EHR collections for efficient secondary use relying on Natural Language Processing methods. Herein, we address the detection of two types of text reuse in French EHRs: 1)
Introduction
Over the last decade a large number of hospitals and medical institutions have adopted the use of Electronic Health Records (EHRs) to store patient records and medical details. Simultaneously, the lowered cost of computational resources has given rise to digitization efforts of existing (paper) collections. While the presence of such large, digital corpora opens up exciting possibilities for medical data and text mining or modelization efforts, this is not without certain caveats. The resulting digital collections often are noisy, with several issues that can have an impact on the accuracy of subsequent text mining processes, such as encoding errors, missing files, OCR errors, etc. One interesting issue in cumulatively constructed text corpora is the problem of 'text reuse'. Text reuse is defined here as the intentional or unintentional reusing of existing text (fragments) to create a new text, for example, by copy-pasting text fragments from one document to fit into a new document; or by adapting a report and saving both the old and the new version as separate documents. Text reuse is a complex phenomenon which has been studied in multiple settings such as newspaper journalism (Clough et al., 2002) , programming code (Ohno and Murao, 2009) , the analysis of text reuse in blogs and web pages (Abdel Hamid et al., 2009) , etc. It is quite prevalent in the medical domain (Wrenn et al., 2010) and often seen as a negative factor: Cohen et al. (2013) found that copy-pasting practices in US hospitals have a significant negative impact on the accuracy of the subsequent text mining systems on the clinical notes. However, when text reuse is considered as a diachronic phenomenon, it has some interesting aspects. By identifying which text (fragments) have been reused we can follow the flow of information over time in a patient's file. Moreover, adjustments that are made to copied text (fragments) can give an insight into the thought process of the acting clinicians and may help identify potential errors or adjustments during the treatment process (Hirschtick, 2006) .
Text reuse has been studied extensively in the context of authorship attribution and plagiarism detection (Stamatatos, 2009) . In general we can distinguish between two main types of text reuse: 'global text reuse' in which the task is to pair up (near-) duplicate documents that exists in different locations, or whose differences are linked to version control issues; and 'local text reuse' which occurs when people borrow or plagiarize smaller text fragments such as sentences or passages from various sources to incorporate in a new text. Both types are included in this study.
While the goal is the same, there are some key differences between plagiarism detection and text reuse detection in the medical domain. Medical professionals work under an enormous time pressure, so rather than rewriting an existing text (fragment), they will merely add new information or adjust existing information, and at best edit out some orthographic errors or write out acronyms that existed in the previous version. Consequently, our methods can focus on literal string matching, rather than employing semantic similarity measures (other than detecting spelled-out variants of acronyms) or paraphrase detection. Furthermore, redundancy detection is usually performed within a closed reference collection (as opposed to plagiarism detection systems that use the entire internet as a reference base). Another difference is the quality of the written text. Depending on the quality and the nature of the text formatting tools that are available, electronic health records may contain an astounding number of orthographic errors (Ruch et al., 2003) or in the case of a digitized corpus, a large variety of OCR errors. Another source of potential minor surface variation is the de-identification process in which personal health identifiers (PHI) such as patients names, phone numbers, record numbers are replaced by plausible synthetic surrogates (Sweeney, 1996; Meystre et al., 2010) . Depending on how the process is implemented, for example with the inclusion of random substitution, numbers that were the same in the original documents can appear with slight variations in the de-identified documents. Text reuse metric tools in this domain therefore need to be robust to the noise of these sources of surface variation and correctly detect similar text segments even when the surface forms do not match 100%.
The current paper presents a simple but effective tool for text reuse detection in the medical domain, both for global and local text reuse detection, which proves robust to surface variation prevalent in medical texts by allowing for character gaps when calculating the blocks of reused texts. The tool is meant to figure as a module in a larger framework, i.e. a pipeline which normalizes and extracts information from documents in a patient file in order to model the patient's treatment over time. This adds a practical component to the evaluation of the proposed tool. Missing a case of text reuse is a more grievous error than (mis)labeling a false positive. A mislabeled case, i.e either not correctly determining between different degrees of reuse, or erroneously spotting text reuse, can be spotted by the information extraction module later on in the pipeline. When a case of text reuse is not identified, however, no subsequent processing will occur for that document pair and the information is effectively lost for the information extraction process. In this paper we present and evaluate the text reuse detection tool in isolation and discuss its strengths and weaknesses.
Background
A traditional approach for the detection of verbatim copying 1 is to compute the similarity between the source and target text as the proportion of substring sequences that the two texts have in common. These substring sequences can either be defined as character n-grams (Cohen et al., 2013) , words (Wrenn et al., 2010) , or word n-grams (Adeel Nawab et al., 2012) . These methods are mainly based on fingerprinting and hashing techniques, i.e. the documents are represented as sets of unique digital signatures, and are highly precise but are not robust to much surface variation. Some methods, however, are adapted to deal with insertions and deletion of words or characters. For example, as an extension of the 'longest common substring' algorithm (Gusfield, 1997) , which calculated text similarity as the length of the longest continuous sequence of characters normalized by the sum of the document lengths, Wise et al. (1996) developed the 'Greedy String Tiling' which allows for insertions and deletions. It determines the maximum set of contiguous substrings that two documents have in common, wherein each substring has the largest possible length. However by eliminating word order through the construction of the set, valuable information on the ordering of the subsequences is lost. The method proposed in this paper aims to address this problem by allowing for a 'mismatch gap' (see section 3) while still keeping information on the original subsequence order when calculating the similarity score. Another form of surface variation that needs to be caught-especially in OCRed corpora-is due to differences in formatting: Lopresti (2000) developed a string matching algorithm that distinguishes between differences in content and differences in formatting within a document pair.
The study of text reuse detection in the medical domain has either focused on plagiarism detection in medical articles in PubMed or for dedicated journals (Baždarić et al., 2012) or on text reuse during the creation of medical corpora and its consequences for database integrity or subsequent text mining applications (Wrenn et al., 2010) . Zhang et al. (2011) found that redundant information contained in US clinical notes increases over time and that a text reuse detection tool with domain-specific knowledge is a necessary step in the detection of novel information within clinical files (Zhang et al., 2012) .
Text reuse detection tool
The text reuse detection tool presented in this article consists of three main modules and is inspired by the best practices from recent research in plagiarism detection (Potthast et al., 2014) . In a first step, the text is split into character n-grams of a user-defined length. Each substring unit is indexed with information on its position in the source document (character offsets). The document is thus transformed into a bag of overlapping character n-grams. We then apply a global alignment algorithm 2 to find the alignment of sequences with the largest global overlap between the two documents. In a second step, we then resolve gaps in the alignment, i.e. disjoint blocks, and construct larger blocks of aligned text. Where a large number of consecutive in-common substring sequences are detected that are interspersed by spurious non-matching blocks, the substring sequences are merged into a larger (quasi-)matching block by a user-defined 'gap parameter'. This parameter was heuristically set to 3 characters for the experiments described in this paper. For the OCRed corpus we also experimented with a variant in which larger character gaps were allowed if the non-matching blocks of the two documents contained 'confusion pairs' 3 of common OCR errors that were extracted from a training corpus. This 'gap parameter' catches small differences in formatting or character variations, i.e. a misspellings or OCR errors, between the two documents.
Finally, in the third step, the tool outputs the constructed larger 'matching blocks' with offset information for local text reuse detection, and calculates the proportion of matching text over the length of its source document to give an estimation of the global text reuse between the two documents. At this point the tool does not yet filter out text blocks that are below a certain length threshold (thus eliminating spurious matches). The use of short character n-grams (n=3) ensures that the similarity score will not be largely affected by small differences in detected fragments caused by OCR errors or differences in formatting. Figure 1 illustrates step 2 and 3 of the process.
Corpora
We show the performance of the tool on two separate and distinct corpora of French clinical notes, which exemplify the problem of local and global similarity, respectively.
Corpus with local text reuse (LTR)
The first corpus consists of 107 documents that describe a patient's illness, renal transplantation and follow-up case over time through various lab results, consultation reports, etc. The corpus is originally an EHR corpus, that is, the original text was edited in Word documents which were later on automatically transformed into text files using the AntiWord 4 tool which converts MS Word documents into plain 2 Implemented in the Python difflib library 3 Confusion pairs are systematic OCR errors in which a character or a sequence of characters in the source document is consistently replaced by another character or sequence of characters during the OCR process. For example, characters like 'i' and 'l' are visually similar and thus often confused. The source file constitutes an earlier (i.e. older) version of the the target file on the right within the same patient records. Green highlighting indicates initial matching characters and the green blocks show the constructed 'matching blocks' with variation gaps included. For reasons of legibility we do not show the overlapping character sequences that were created in step 1. Please note that inconsistencies with regards to dates are caused by the de-identification method. The proportion of text in common that is used to calculate the similarity between the document pair is based on the entire documents, here we only show an excerpt.
text. This corpus is a subset of larger corpus which was used in a previous study on text reuse (D'hondt et al., 2015) . While it does not contain a large amount of text reuse, the corpus exhibits an important temporal dimension, i.e. medical cases that span multiple years. For this reason, the corpus contains a series of documents reporting on regular check-ups that each build on the previous one, by retelling the medical history of the patient and completing it with the most recent exam results. Another interesting series of documents are follow-up exams that are conducted several times as part of the patient care pathway, and may yield similar results on each instance.
Corpus with global text reuse (GTR)
The second corpus consists of 1,007 documents from French foetopathology 5 reports, with data from 25 different patients. This corpus was assembled and digitized within the context of the Accordys project. The digitization effort consisted of OCRing the original typed-out pages, which was then followed by a de-identification step. There is a substantial amount of redundancy in this corpus: For some documents, several (nearly-identical 6 ) copies of the same original document were added to the patient's folder. However, the de-identification process has deleted parts of the text for some copies, but not for others. While the patient files in the corpus do not span a long time individually, there are multiple cases in which different (intermediate) versions of a document were contained in the file. It is therefore a considerable challenge to distinguish between near-duplicate files that originate from the same original document, or those that came from two different versions of that document.
Corpus analysis
For both corpora we generated all possible document pairs for each patient. These document pairs were then labeled by two independent annotators 7 with regards to the similarity between the two documents. The annotators took care to distinguish between (near-)duplicate text 8 (category '2') and documents that are either different versions of the same report, e.g. an intermediate version versus the final version with more information, or similar reports on two different events (category '1'). Table 1 shows the labeling scheme, and the cut-off scores that were used to classify the output of the duplication detection tool. The number of document pairs for each of the three categories can be found in Tables 2 and 3 for the two different categories.
Category label Category description Score cut-off 2 near-duplicates x >= 0.9 1 different version of same base document or different events 0.5 >= x < 0.9 0 documents are unrelated x < 0.5 Table 1 : Explication of labels used in study. The local text reuse corpus only has a small number of positive examples of text reuse but the tool still categorizes the majority of the document pairs correctly. The low Precision score for category '2' is caused by the distinctive structure in the yearly follow-up reports that are included in the corpus. While the documents contain different information, i.e. one follow-up report describes the state of patient one year after the transplant, a second document describes his/her state after 5 years, they follow a similar structure and formatting and contain little free text. To correctly identify that such documents pertain to different medical events, additional information such as identifying the documents time stamps is needed. Copy-pasting of results from smaller, non-structured report into the medical overview was successfully detected however. From a medical perspective of effectively reviewing the patient record, all document pairs with some form of reuse have been successfully identified, so that the bulk of the manual review work can be lightened using this tool.
Corpus with local text reuse (LTR)

Corpus with global text reuse (GTR)
The second corpus contains more examples of near-duplicates. Interestingly, we find that our tool has severe problems with the detection of intermediary versions of reports, and often categorizes them as category 2 (identical pairs). A deeper analysis of the errors shows that the current method does not take document length into account. Some reports are highly similar in all sections but for the 'conclusion section'. In other document pairs, the intermediary versions are missing only one section which is present in the final version. One way of dealing with such differences between text versions would be to add a boosting factor for longer text insertion, i.e. a long block of inserted text should have a stronger (negative) impact on the similarity score than the same number of inserted characters spread out over various, shorter blocks of inserted text. This approach would certainly improve classification accuracy between the '1' and '2' categories, but the booster factor would be hard to determine with regards to the document length. A more accurate approach would be to equip the tool with additional data, either on document structure, e.g. perform the comparison on section level rather than document level, or on the time stamps of the generated documents. While many documents of category '1' are mislabeled as near-duplicates, analysis of the correct pairings in category 2 shows that the tool exhibits a high precision in extracting real near-duplicates, even in the face of a high OCR error rate (D'hondt et al., 2016) .
Conclusion
In this paper we present a character-based tool for the detection of text reuse, and evaluate its usability on two different French EHR corpora. We find that our tool is robust to the surface variation in the two corpora which were introduced by OCR and orthographic errors as well as variations introduced by the de-identification process. As such we believe it is well-suited to be included in a NLP pipeline that will process a large variety of medical corpora. While the tool generally achieves a high recall score which is important for the subsequent pipeline, it lacks in precision. The tool is not able to distinguish more 'semantic' differences such as the differences between intermediate and final versions, or when reports describe highly similar yet different events. To capture such information the tool needs to be coupled with additional information in the NLP pipeline such as information on the time stamp of the document, or information on document structure, i.e. so that the tool will only be run on parts of the document that contain free text. One limitation of this study is the size of the EHR corpus used for testing the method. While the preliminary results obtained here are encouraging, they would need to be confirmed on a larger data set. We plan to address this in future work in collaboration with physicians who will also provide qualitative feedback on the usability of the tool in a clinical setting.
